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shannons 1949 paper, which won him the 1948 nobel prize for physics, marked the
beginning of an era when scientists were able to demonstrate the power and universality

of information theory. he showed how to represent a digital circuit as a mathematical
equation. perhaps its most striking feature was that the equation contains no numbers, no

variables, and no operations. it contains only input bits, which can be either 0 or 1, and
output bits, which can be either 0 or 1. the equation is therefore not about the physical
process that creates the bits, it is about the relationship between the bits as they are

transformed by the equations structure. at bell labs, shannons equations were sometimes
mistaken for the mathematical description of a physical process. a colleague once

described the schematics of a telephone switch as a series of equations that somehow
represented the electronics of a telephone switch. but when the equations were used in

shannons 1948 paper, there was no mistaking that the equations were describing a digital
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circuit. and the insights into digital circuits that shannons equations provided were the
essential foundation for the development of computers. because computers used digital

circuits, shannons equations made it possible to mathematically describe how bits of
information were processed. before that, it was not possible to connect the abstract

concepts of mathematics with the operations of a computer. now, those operations were
no longer mysterious. with that discovery, information theory became a core component

of computer science. shannons discoveries shaped the way scientists build and use
computers. his equations were the essential mathematical basis for the development of

electronic computers. and by connecting the abstract theory of information with the
operations of a computer, the equations also established information theory as a

mathematical foundation for scientific computing. the consequence is that information
theory is now used to build the algorithms that drive the operation of the most important

pieces of equipment that humans use today.
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that transition to information theory is what really changed the course of forneys work, he says. its
the only thing that has changed. what i did before is information theory, forney says. forney made

the move to information theory in the early 1960s, just as the field was developing from the work of
shannon and weaver into something more broadly applicable to all areas of communication. the year

was 1964, and forney was beginning a ph.d. program at princeton. by that time, princeton had
developed its own information theory and communications group, which forney joined. his work with
this group and bell labs involved a variety of different areas, including work on coding, error control,
and communications. and in fact, during the 1960s, there really wasn't any industry to speak of for
it, says royden lee, a professor of electrical engineering at the university of california at berkeley,
who met shannons work through a colleague. so the information theory community was a small,

tight-knit group. the early success of the field also owed a lot to the pragmatic, hands-on approach
shannons had taken at bell labs. in contrast, a lot of work in information theory at the time,

according to forney, was theoretical, and a bit aloof. with shannons guidance, forney, too, had
developed a practical, even tangible approach to the field. and forney worked at bell labs at the

same time as shannon, so they often saw each other in the hallways. gallager saw shannons work
with practical applications, from information theory to the secret decoding of military signals. it was

not, however, the stuff of which research papers are made. gallager figured out how to get his
results published through the bell labs publication series. 5ec8ef588b
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